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Stile è nata nel 1965
e da oltre cinquant’anni
cerca costantemente di offrire
il meglio dei pavimenti in legno
“made in Italy”.

Ispirati da

Inspired by

natura

nature

I nostri pavimenti non potevano
che nascere da una terra
meravigliosa e ancora molto
da scoprire. Le dolci colline
e i paesaggi ancora
incontaminati delle montagne
caratterizzano da sempre
l’Umbria, il “cuore verde d’Italia”.
La Natura che ci circonda
è la prima fonte di ispirazione
di tutti i nostri valori.

Our floors could only be born
in a wonderful land with so
much still to be discovered.
The gentle hills and the
uncontaminated mountain
landscapes have always
distinguished our region,
Umbria, the “Green Heart
of Italy”. The Nature all around
us is the first source
of inspiration of all our values.

storia

history

La nostra storia ci riporta
a tradizioni antiche,
fatte di saggezze contadine
e bellezze armoniche di chi
ha il gusto del bello sviluppato
nei secoli, immersi come
siamo tra passato e futuro.
L’esperienza storica genera
equilibrio e concretezza,
valorizzando al massimo
l’esperienza di chi da sempre
è abituato al “Fare”.
Piero della Francesca (1415/20-1492):
Ritratto di Sigismondo Malatesta, part.
1451 ca.. Parigi, Louvre.
© 2018. Foto Scala, Firenze
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Stile was founded in 1965
and for over 50 years
it has been constantly
trying to offer the best
of the “made in Italy”
wooden floors.

Our history takes us back
to ancient traditions of country
wisdom and harmony of people
who have developed a natural
taste for beauty and elegance
over the centuries. Historical
experiences generate balance
and concreteness, enriching
the knowledge of those who
have always been used to “do”.

cultura
Terre mistiche e sensuali hanno
da sempre favorito una cultura
ricercata, contemplativa
e di grande ispirazione.
Ecco che così nascono autori
ed interpreti dell’arte e della
cultura unici e soprattutto
“rivoluzionari”.
Da San Francesco a Burri
lo spazio e il tempo non hanno
più dimensione! Così i nostri
prodotti traggono ispirazione dal
passato per poter essere attuali
e soprattutto innovativi.
Alberto Burri / Cretto G4 /
Palazzo Albizzini, Città di Castello

passione
La passione è la vera “musa
ispiratrice”! La passione
è ciò che sentiamo dentro,
è il sentimento più profondo
ma anche il desiderio di
realizzare, creare e soprattutto
vivere le esperienze.
La passione muove da sempre
il nostro agire ed è stata
la bussola che ci ha fatto
tenere la rotta anche nei periodi
più bui e tempestosi
della nostra esistenza.
Stile è, prima di tutto, passione!

tecnologia
Non esiste futuro senza
innovazione. L’innovazione
tecnologica permette di spostare
l’asticella dell’”osare” sempre
più in avanti. Stile ha sempre
creduto che impianti, macchinari
e componenti all’avanguardia
siano il segreto per vincere
le sfide del mercato globale.
La tecnologia e l’innovazione
rappresentano la voglia di non
fermarsi davanti agli ostacoli
e fa sì che l’immaginazione
diventi realtà.

culture
Our mystic and sensual land has
always nurtured a refined
and contemplative culture of great
inspiration. This is how unique,
but most of all “revolutionary”,
authors and interpreters of Art
and Culture were born.
From San Francis of Assisi
to Burri, space and time don’t have
dimensions any longer. In the same
way, Stile draws inspiration
from the knowledge acquired
over time in order to manufacture
always modern and above
all innovative products.

passion
Passion is the true “inspiring
muse”! Passion is what
we feel inside, it is the deepest
feeling but also the desire
to realize, create and above
all live experiences.
Passion has always guided
our actions and was the compass
that showed us the way through
the darkest and most turbulent
periods of our existence.
Stile is, first of all, passion!

technology
There is no future without
innovation. Technological
innovation is what makes us raise
the “dare” bar higher and higher.
Stile has always believed
that advanced plants, machinery
and components are the secret
to win the challenges of the
global market. Technology
and innovation represent
the desire of overcoming
obstacles and make imagination
become reality.
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Stile’s
way

Project name: Ripple San Francisco;
Architect FIRM: Bull Stockwell Allen’s (BSA) San Francisco
Stile’s product used: Stilnovo Teak Herringbone pattern
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Stile is unique.
Our organization flexibility combined with the
productive industrial capacity create an operating
model which perfectly adapts to the requirements
of the global market. Both in the residential
and commercial field, Stile is able to handle unique
and sophisticated projects from customized designs,
as well as big projects which require huge volumes
where business needs aren’t to the detriment
of quality. The experience of generations
and technological innovation are the fundamental
ingredients for a “Made in Italy” production,
forever and everywhere synonym of quality,
design and refinement.
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Commercial and Residential projects
in more than 30 Countries in the world.
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Collections

Project name: Saville Studley office in Chicago;
Architect Firm: SOM (Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP);
Stile Product used: Slim Milk (Picture © Tom Harris)
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15

70

90

140

180

Slim
Slim revives the beauty of big planks or herringbone
wood floors, even for those who have limited space
and a low thickness available, with a reasonable price
and a high quality 100% made in Italy.
It’s the two-layer Stile wood floors collection,
10 mm thickness, entirely made of oak with
four different widths: 70-90-140-180 mm.
It’s made with a light brushing and availablein 10
colours, with different sizes and grades,
finished with the highly resistant Naturale UV finish.

16
16

Genuine

Moka

Salt

Pepper

Caramel

Milk

Coconut

Malt

Honey

Sugar

For details about this Collection: www.stile.com
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70

90

120

140

180

240

300

Stilnovo
Two-layer wood floor collection available
in 10 wood species to be combined
with a wide range of sizes, grades and finishes.
Seven sizes: from 70 mm wide to the big
plank 300 mm wide. All of them available
with oil, varnish and the unique
Naturale UV, Traffic UV and Raw UV finishes.

18

Rovere

Rovere medium

Rovere dark

Afrormosia

Cabreuva

Iroko

Teak

Noce Americano

Doussiè

Wenge

For details about this Collection: www.stile.com

19

120

140

180

240

300

Contemporary
Space to colour. The use of innovative
alkaline-based products and the
combination with fine pigments create
a unique and three-dimensional texture,
highlighting both the sinuosity of the grains
and the material character of the natural
product. Entirely made of Oak, it’s available
in five sizes: 120-140-180-240-300 mm wide.

20
20

Melbourne

Vancouver

Santiago

Seattle

Curitiba

Seul

Singapore

Dubai

Baku

Dakar

For details about this Collection: www.stile.com
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120

140

180

240

300

Crafted
Crafted is the Collection dedicated to
floors with finishes made by combining
expert handicraft with the most advanced
technology in the application of resistant
and long-lasting finishes such as Naturale
UV and Traffic UV. The combination of
distressing, brushing and hand scraping
makes this collection the best for those who
love wood in its most traditional aspect.
Entirely made of oak it’s available in five
sizes: 120-140-180-240-300 mm wide.
22
22

Istanbul

Amsterdam

Brest

Oslo

Bilbao

Colonia

Odessa

Praga

Dublino

Oxford

For details about this Collection: www.stile.com
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120

140

180

240

Smoked
A collection made with slightly brushed
“smoked” Oak. The special treatment with
reagents allows the natural tannin of wood
to colour and emphasize the grains
and the planks characteristics. By using this
material as a platform, other warm and
intense shades were created: they match
the antique character with the modern
aesthetic trends. It’s available in 4 sizes:
120-140-180-240 mm wide, all with Naturale UV finish.

24
24

Colorado

Arizona

California

Texas

Nebraska

Oregon

Virginia

Nevada

Montana

Florida

For details about this Collection: www.stile.com
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Lab Strip

Stile
Lab

Cretto

Welcome to the Stile Laboratory for new experiments
and prototypes! Technology is keeping renewing itself
and provide new opportunities to develop new products
and applications. From applying a thick lacquering treatment
to match every colour, to the application of real metal laminas
on the wood or by adopting the digital printing technique
that can reproduce any texture of picture on the wood.
Adopting those technicalities it is possible
to customize products, following the creativity
and aesthetics needs of architects and designers.
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Corten

Palette

RAL Classic™
RAL Design™
Pantone™
NCS™

Print

Bespoke

Metal
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Lab

Fossil Oak NEW

Wood is obtained from logs rescued from
underwater or buried in mud for centuries.
This unique and precious material has a very
peculiar colour, achieved thanks to the presence
of water and the absence of oxygen.
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Lab

Reclaimed Oak NEW

The raw material comes from old beams
and made into lamellas to create
hardwood flooring. This maintains all the
characteristics of aged wood and we make
sure is treated and preserved in order to
keep his authenticity.

29

40

Lab Strip
Innovation and design summarize in the new Strip format.
The limit of perfection has its dimensions:
12 x 40 x 800-1200-1600. Strip takes inspiration
from design floors of the 1950’s and brings it back to life
with new contemporary colours and on engineered boards
that guarantees the maximum stability and precision
on installation. Bona Natural UV protection guarantees
an unlimited durability and easy maintenance.

30
30

Vodka

Porto

Grappa

Brandy

Bourbon
For details about this Collection: www.stile.com
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Project: 2501 M Street NW;
Architect Firm: Core Architecture + design;
Stile’s product used: Stilnovo Oak Country Brushed Naturale UV custom color
(Picture © Ron Ngiam)
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Laser-cut

Hermitage
The big experience in the treatment of a wide range of wood species
and the neverending development of modern technologies,
led to the creation of a new line of inlays. The wide range of inlays is shown
in three different lines of application: decorated floors, for those who love
to characterize in a special way their house with finely decorated
components which, laid one close to another, create an elegant
and important floor; borders: decorative borders which represent the ideal
choice for those who want to enrich their wood floor, making it even more
glamourous and refined; designs: made with selected wood species are
proposed in different solutions studied to enrich the rooms with different
styles (modern, classic, country) and surfaces.
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Hand-cut
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Italian Herringbone

30°

60°

Hungarian herringbone
36

45°

French herringbone

Laying patterns
It is possible to ask for herringbone,
regular shiplab, multiple widths
and squares in any kind of sizes,
colors, grades and wood species.

Multiple widths
37

Sizes,
Grades
and Finishes

Project name: West Vancouver Villa;
Architect FIRM: Open Space Architecture in North Vancouver
Stile’s product used: Stillnovo Oak Trend Natural UV
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Sizes
300

240

11 13/16”

180

9 1/2”

140

7 1/16”

5 1/2”

9’ 10”

7’ 10”

7’ 10”

6’ 7”

6’ 7”

5’ 11”

4’ 11”

3’ 4”

19

5

mm
13/64’’

3/4”

40

15

5/8”

4

mm
5/32’’

Glued down installation
Floating installation

Glued down installation
Floating installation

Long sides bevel

Long sides bevel

19

3/4”

5

mm
13/64’’

15

4

mm
5/32’’

5/8”

10

3/8”

2,5

mm
3/32’’

15

5/8”

4

mm
5/32’’

10

3/8”

2,5

mm
3/32’’

Glued down installation
Floating installation*

Glued down installation

Long sides bevel

Square Edges or Beveled
(depending on collections)

* Floating Installation is not recomended
on heated floors

120

90

4 3/4”

70

3 9/16”

40

2 3/4”

1 9/16”

5’ 3”

5’ 3”

3’ 4”

2’ 8”

2’ 8”
2’ 4”
2’

1’ 6”

11

4

mm
5/32’’

7/16’’

10

3,5mm

1/8’’

3/8”

10

3,5mm

1/8’’

3/8”

12

3,5mm

1/8’’

1/2”

Glued down installation

Glued down installation

Glued down installation

Glued down installation

Square Edges or Beveled
(depending on collections)

Square Edge

Square Edge

Beveled on all sides
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Grades

70

Select

90

42

40

70

90

120

140

180

240

300

Trend

Casual

70

90

120

140

180

Country

40

120

140

180

240

300
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Finishes
Natural UV finish allows you
to have two uncommon elements in
only one finish: the protection and
practicality of a Varnished floor as
well as the naturality and restoration
typical of oil Finishes.

Traffic UV is a finish for wood floors
with a very high protection level
against wear and tear, perfectly
transparent and without compromises
in terms of functionality and
maintenance.

After the big success of Natural UV
finish, Stile and Bona have decided
to make Traffic UV, the world
mostly used high resistance varnish,
available exclusively on Stile
prefinished floors

Raw UV represents the maximum
naturalness achievable and is the
result of Bona’s continuous research
to enhance the essence of the raw
material “Wood” at its best.

Presanded

Varnished UV

Naturale UV

Untreated surface in order to
emphasize the wood texture.
Ready to be finished according
to the customer’s wish right after
installation.

Varnished UV is an acrilic finish with
medium-high resistence, very smooth
and gives a perfect combination
between naturalness and
brightness. *

High resistance acrylic varnish dried with UV
lamps. It combines the natural feeling of the
wood conveyed by an oiled finish with the
high performance granted by the varnish. This
innovative finish, unlike standard varnishes, allows
an easy maintenance and local repairing.

Innovating means trying to make
simpler and functional what is
already naturally beautiful.
Naturale UV, Traffic UV and
Raw UV finishes developed in
collaboration with Bona, world
leader for wood floor Finishes, allow
Stile to choose the most suitable
and performing finish for the chosen
wood floor.

n/a
n/a
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Usefulness

Usefulness

Usefulness

Naturalness

Naturalness

Naturalness

Strenght

Strenght

Strenght

Repairability

Repairability

Repairability

Taber Test®
Test for evaluation of
abrasion resistance
Reaction to fire class
according to the European
fire classification

3000 rpm
CFL-S1

Taber Test®
Test for evaluation of
abrasion resistance
Reaction to fire class
according to the European
fire classification

2000 rpm
CFL-S1

Taber Test®
Test for evaluation of
abrasion resistance
Reaction to fire class
according to the European
fire classification

Lifetime support
Integrated system for life time care
and maintenace of the floor with
Bona products and equipments

Raw UV

Traffic UV

Oiled

This new finish represents the maximum
naturalness achievable and is the result of
Bona’s continuous research to enhance the
essence of the raw material “Wood” at its best.
Available only for the Stilnovo collection, it
was created to better appreciate the natural
colours of each wood species once again..

The most used high resistance varnish
in the world is now exclusively available
on Stile’s prefinished floors. Very high
protection toward the stamping, completely
transparent grants a great performance
and an easy maintenance. *.

Neutral oil treatment. It preserves the
beauty and the nature of the wood.
This kind of finish requires specific
procedures for ordinary maintenance.

2000 rpm
CFL-S1

Usefulness

Usefulness

Usefulness

Naturalness

Naturalness

Naturalness

Strenght

Strenght

Strenght

Repairability

Repairability

Repairability

Taber Test®
Test for evaluation of
abrasion resistance
Reaction to fire class
according to the European
fire classification

5000 rpm
CFL-S1

Taber Test®
Test for evaluation of
abrasion resistance
Reaction to fire class
according to the European
fire classification

n/a
n/a

Taber Test®
Test for evaluation of
abrasion resistance
Reaction to fire class
according to the European
fire classification

*The Traffic UV finish looks like the Varnished finish: same gloss (around 20) and same smoothness.
The only difference is a special component applied on the Traffic application process that give the special resistance
at the abrasion for this finish that is particularly suited for heavy traffic locations (airports, hotels, stores, etc.)
45
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Certifications

Stile has a management system
certified ISO 9001

Stile’s products are in conformity
with UNI EN 14342-2005 + A:2008
regulation for CE mark.
Products with Varnished, Naturale UV,
Traffic UV and Bona Raw finishes
are included in the Cfl-s1 class.

FSC® trademark identifies products made
with wood from forests managed in a
correct and responsible way in accordance
with strict environmental, social and
economic standards.
Ask for FSC – COC certified products.

All products that have been tested
according to the methods described
by the French Decree n ° 2011-321,
have achieved the emission class A +,
the most restrictive concerning
the emissions of volatile substances.

Stile’s products comply with the most
restrictive Californian standards of the
specification 01350 concerning the
emissions of volatile substances (VOC).

All the plywood used meets
the requirements set by the CARB Phase 2
standard for Formaldehyde emission.

The certificates issued by the Japanese
Ministry are considered the highest level of
environmental and health standards. Stile’s
floors have obtained this certification
proving to have the lowest levels of
formaldehyde emission.

The Stile products have been tested
according to the UNi-ENV 12633: 2003
standard that determines the value of slip
resistance, and has reached the highest
class, making the products suitable
for installation even in external or wet
environments, such as kitchens, bathrooms,
swimming pools, etc.

The Green Building Council Italia is the
Italian association of leaders that operate
for directing the building industry toward
the environmental sustainability.
Stile products contribute to the acquisition
of credits for the LEED® certification.

FEP is the Europena Federation of wood
floors industry and it is representing the
european wood floors manufacturers
www.parquet.net
According to UNI EN 13489 regulation
standards only a solid or engineered
wood flooring with a minimum thickness
of the wear layer of 2.5 mm can be
qualified as “parquet”.

Federlegno is the federation of companies
in the furniture business.
www.federlegnoarredo.it
“Codice Trasparenza Parquet” is a
communication project that highlights
usually unreported product’s features
in order to put the end customer and
the distributors in a position to make an
informed choice.

The Birch multilayer used ad support is 100% FSC certified. Oak wood can be FSC certified

design: HOC Studio

STILE SOCIETÀ COOPERATIVA
via Dei Laghi 18 Bivio Lugnano
06018 CITTÀ DI CASTELLO (PG)
Tel e Fax +39 075 854706
E. stile@stile.com
www.stile.com

